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§Big ideas
§Open questions



§Help build connections to retain and 
to learn
§Lead to learning that is deeper and 
longer lasting



§In Number



§Any number can be represented in 
lots of ways.
§Each way reveals something different 
about it.



§How might you represent 45?



§Helps you see it is 20 more than 25?
§Helps you see it is 5 more than 40?
§Helps you see it is odd?
§Helps you see it is less than halfway to 
100?
§Helps you see it is a multiple of 5?



§Any two numbers can be compared in 
many ways.
§For example, to compare 6 and 18, I 
might think:



§6 is 12 less than 18.
§18 is 12 more than 6.
§18 is three 6s.
§6 is one third of an 18.



§Choose one of these pairs:
§100 and 250
§4 and 9
§2/3 and 1



§Any calculation can be thought of in 
terms of composing and decomposing.



§What would you decompose to figure out 
47 + 58?

§What would you decompose to figure out 
82 – 15?



§What would you decompose to figure out 
48 x 25?

§What would you decompose to figure out 
184 ÷ 4?



§Is about decomposing into thousands, 
hundreds, tens, ones, etc.



§What numbers can you decompose into 
only 6s, 9s, and 20s?
§What numbers can you not decompose?



§Every situation involving a subtraction 
also involves an addition and vice versa.



§Part/part whole

Part Part

Whole



§Put 5 in one section– what would the 
other sections be?



§Make up a story that involves 52 – 15.
§What addition is implicit in your story?



§Different tests can often be used to 
determine if an object is a certain kind of 
shape or figure.



§Whether this is an isosceles triangle?



§Whether this is a square?



§Composing and decomposing a shape or 
figure can provide information about it.



§What shapes can you make by putting 
together two triangles? Could one of 
those shapes have 8 sides?



§What’s a good way to find the area of this 
shape?



§Knowing some measurements of a shape 
often gives you information about others.



§You want to know how long the red side 
is. What other measurements would tell 
you that?



§You want to know how long the red side 
is. What other measurements would tell 
you that?



§We use units to make comparisons 
easier.



§You want to know if a certain chair will fit 
into the door of your house.

§How can you tell without actually 
bringing the chair to the house?



§Every equation is a statement of balance.



§How many cubes can you add on each 
side so that the sides balance? Write an 
equation.



§53 – 12 = [] – 10.
§What goes in the blank? Why?



§3x + 8 = 5x + []
§What can go in the blank if the answer is 
positive? Why?



§Algebra is a way to describe 
“generalizations”, i.e. things that are 
always true.



§When you add two numbers, you can 
always decrease one by the same amount 
you increase the other. The sum does not 
change.



§To multiply by 8, you can double, double 
and double again.



§To subtract one integer from another, find 
the distance from the second integer to 
the first.
§(e.g.   –4 – (–7) is the distance from –7 to    
–4.)



§Any sequence of items can be the initial 
part of LOTS of patterns.



§How could you continue this pattern?



§How could you continue this pattern?
§5, 7, 9,….



§When you are teaching a topic, you need 
to decide what ideas do you really want 
students to walk away with.



§You are teaching about more or less with 
K and 1 kids.
§What is REALLY important to learn?



§That sometimes you can just tell but other 
times you need to either count or match 
1-1.



§What ideas might you want students to 
know?



§That whenever you model a fraction, you 
actually always model more than one 
fraction.



§An object can be ANY fraction of a 
different whole.



§Show that this could be 1/2 or 1/3 or 1/5.



§When you see a design like this, there are 
two different ways to describe what part 
is red.



§What ideas might you want students to 
know?



§That whenever you calculate with big 
numbers, you always find a good way to 
decompose them into smaller numbers 
and put them together propertly.



§That there are a “ton of” stories that 
match the computation 5 x 23.



§When you divide two fractions, I want you 
to know I am asking how many of the 
second fraction goes into the first one.



§I am calculating a unit rate when I divide 
fractions, e.g.
§2/3 ÷ 1/2 = 4/3  since if you can do 2/3 of 
something in 1/2 an hour, you can do 4/3 
in an hour.



§When I divide by a smaller amount, my 
answer is greater (and why) but when I 
divide a smaller amount, my answer is 
less (and why).



§When you solve 3x + 5 = 11, you are 
looking for an equation that “says the 
same thing” but is way simpler.



§Take a topic you are thinking about now.
§What BIG IDEAS do you want to come out 
of it?



§These are questions with multiple 
answers.
§They are incredibly valuable for 
differentiating instruction.
§They also evoke much richer 
converstations.



§8, 18, 82

§2, 7, 11



§2/3 3/4 3/8 4/5



§5 x 7
§9 x 4
§4 x 7
§124 ÷ 4



§5, 9, 13,…
§504, 499, 495,...



§How could you represent 32 as a little less 
than a triple?

§How could you represent 58 with 22 base ten 
blocks?

§How could you represent 1/3 to show it’s a 
little MORE than ¼?



§10.
§What might the question have been?



§The 10th shape in a pattern is a red 
triangle.
§What could the pattern be?



§Use pattern blocks.
§Make a design that is 1/2 green and 1/5 
blue.





§A number is represented using tens and 
ones. There are 3 more ones than tens.
§What could the number be?



§Two numbers are super easy to multiply. 
What might they be?



§Make a design with square tiles is is 
ALMOST half red.



§You add two fractions and the sum has a 
denominator of 15.
§What fractions might you have added?



§You can show the same amount of money 
with either 8 coins or 22 coins.
§What might it have been?



§You add two numbers and you also 
subtract them.
§The sum is double the difference.
§What might the numbers have been?



§A third shape is more like shape A than 
shape B.
§What might it look like?

B

A B



§A fraction is just a little closer to 1 than to 

½. 

§What could it be?



















§It is usually not too hard to change a 
traditional question to an open one.



§Take a computation.
§Get an answer.
§Give the answer and ask for a 
computation.
§(e.g. for 12 x 13, where the answer is 156, 
say that the product is 156. What did you 
multiply?



§Instead of 12 x 13 = ?, ask:
§You multiply two 2-digit numbers. 
§Choose numbers. 
§Figure out the product.



§Instead of 12 x 13 = ?, ask:
§You multiply consecutive numbers.
§Choose numbers.
§What could the product be?



§Start with a more conventional:
§Number
§Geometry
§Measurement
§Pattern or algebra question and open it.



§www.onetwoinfinity.ca
§Recent presentations
§LRPD


